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YOUR LEADERSHIP STYLE

·See, interact, and relate to the world completely differently. 
·Gain the ability and vision to traverse mental roadblocks and
find powerful new perspectives in all our conversations and

communications. 
·Become conscious of what we feel, say, and do and obtain a

deeper understanding of its impact on our success, our
business and those around us.

·Develop a new level of insight and sensibility that regulate our
emotions, empowering us to make better choices in both

business and personal life.

Our extensive research has identified that when we become truly
self-aware, we: 

Becoming AWARE leads to greater effectiveness, confidence, and
clarity as a leader. Awareness liberates you from hidden agendas,
judgments, biases, and assumptions that may have been limiting

your opportunities and success.  It allows you to clearly direct
outcomes to achieve objectives and unleashes your abilities to

become a leader of inspiration and trust. 
 



AWARE LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

UNLEASH YOUR
LEADERSHIP
You have skills and success, but perhaps not as much as you deserve. Often
that is because we are all so focused on helping others achieve their goals,
we don’t focus on reaching our own potential. AWARE solves this challenge.
It is a tailored program that focuses on enhancing your own person
leadership style.
What  is working, what needs to be turbo-charged and what needs to
eliminated. Only by becoming truly AWARE of the real impact you can have,  
can you unleash your full leadership potential. 
AWARE is an investment in yourself, so you can grow your success even
further than you dreamed.      

Three Simple Steps To  Unleashing Your Leadership and become
AWARE of your leadership impact and style.

Our unique tools and insight uncovered your own personal leadership style
and reveal the impact that it has on your leadership effectiveness. Become
aware on how to harness your strengths and reset  your  blind spots to
unleash your leadership further.

01
Assist you to become self AWARE of the
type of leadership and true impact you
have.

02

 Tailor our tools to help you harness your
success, reset, review and reenergise your
leadership style and unleash your future
potential.

03
Empower you to be continually self
AWARE of your progress to optimise
growth 



GROWTH GUIDE
Building Trust for High Performance
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YOUR PERSONAL PARADIGM
What is your world view  and what is the world's view of you?

Current Belief:  My teams and organisation trust me to lead with integrity.
                               You are seen as a leader who places value on trust however some are unsure
what that means or looks like.
Future Belief:  Demonstrating and showing my level of trustworthiness  is the foundation of my
leadership style.
                            You are seen as a leader who delivers what you say, shares and acknowledges
the truth in situations, builds confidence through action, seeks and offers honesty and is 
 emotionally consistent in your role.

Research from the HBR in 2016  showed that compared with people at low-trust companies, people at high-trust companies report: 74% less stress, 106% more
energy at work, 50% higher productivity, 13% fewer sick days, 76% more engagement, 29% more satisfaction with their lives, 40% less burnout. Since the
pandemic the need for leaders of trust has grown with demand for that attribute to be visible and accountable.
Even more recent research has invested in how trust secures our teams and workplaces and supports people though the unpredictable and challenging
landscapes ahead.  

Purdy Gourguechon in an article in Forbes Magazine  wrote; The capacity for trust—both to trust others and to inspire trust—is a fundamental character trait
every leader with great responsibility must have. A leader dependent on praise and affirmation or one who is overwhelmed by his duties can be too trusting.
Charismatic leaders excel at inspiring trust but can use it to manipulate their followers in ways that can turn malignant. In fact, even the greatest leader—and
each of us—sometimes trusts unwisely or lets down those who have trusted her.

Trust is a characteristic that when broken can be extremely hard to repair. Harnessing your trustworthiness to increase employee engagement and consumer
loyalty needs a deep dive into how trustiing and trustworthy you actually are. 



DEMONSTRATE SHOW DELIVER

strength of conviction positive outlook pace and performance

autonomous judgement cogempathy transition and transformation

belief in others reaction rador change and risk seeking

YOUR SELF AWARENESS
How to unleash your impact.

HARNESS: Your Growth VISION

CONTRIBUTEAVAILABILITYYOU CAN'T SHAKE HANDS WITH A CLOSED FIST    INDIRA GANDHI

David L. Mineo, in his research on trust and leadership said, "Trust is the
glue which binds the leader to her/his followers and provides the capacity

for organizational and leadership success."
 

From when we are little, throughout out lives we have many leaders. We
know when a leader is true and trustworthy and sense when one is false or
unpredictable.  How sincere you are in your actions and words, your plans

and support, will determine your next level of performance. Three key factors
will help you elevate your trust as a leader. What you demonstrate, what you

show and what you deliver.
The crucial ingredient of trust is in the belief by others you are a person of

your word, and your actions reflect this. 
DEMONSTRATE
Your strength of conviction. Avoid inconsistency and unnecessary
influencing in your decisions and choices. 
Flex your autonomy and back your own judgment by seeking input and
reflecting. In this way your direction will be clear and understood.
Believe in the ability of others to contribute and add value to your decisions
and strategic planing. 

SHOW
A positive outlook irrelevant of hurdles and set backs, if you know the
strategy or project will work show your self belief with optimism.
Cogemepathy is the ability to balance your cognitive rationality  (IQ) with
your emotional vulnerability and empathy (EQ). 

 

Understand the position others are in, check in and be open to supporting them. Anchor the unsettled members of the team
with rational, fact finding delivered compassionately.
Equally trust is funded on your ability to activate your reaction radar to the impact and emotional temperature of the team.
Noting and reading the room correctly lets you address issues, show concern and open up dialogue.
DELIVER
Install trust by ensuring you deliver with pace and performance that others can rely on. 
Prepare yourself and the plan for transitions and transformation of any work roles alterations or project upgrades, and of
course discuss the black swan inevitability. What are we missing that would help? What can't we see?
If you ask others to accept change and take risks, lead by example and be willing to fail as well as succeed. Discuss when
things have not gone to plan and how you were affected and learnt  form the experience.



YOUR SELF AWARENESS
How to reset for future impact.

ABOUT ME

RESET: Reduce limitations

UNCLEAR
VISION

UNACHIEVABLE

Extrinsic
Intrinsic 
REWARD

A mental trap of leadership is to over promise and under-deliver. If you cannot fulfill your promises, explain why honestly, and describe the values that drive your behavior so that others
see consistency rather than randomness. 

How do you demonstrate your trust safety  and  certainty behaviours when evaluating your own level of trustworthiness? 
Rate each item out of 5 (5 being very high confidence and 0 being not at all confident)
 The safety score includes such items as: 
(1) your willingness to take risks; 
(2) degree of optimism you express; 
(3) how much influence you have over others; 
(4) your level of openness; 
(5) your willingness to express thoughts and feelings; 
 (6) degree to which you are concerned over what the boss thinks. 

The certainty score is a situational analysis and includes the: 
(1) stakes,
(2) familiarity of the situation,
(3) familiarity of others with the situation, 
(4) alignment of interests, 
(5) degree of support for each other, 
(6) predictability of your leadership 
(7) degree to which communication occurs about the situation 

The higher the degree of confidence in each element above, the greater the trust in you as a leader. 
The low scores are your area of focus to improve and test your trustworthiness as a leader of the future.

(adapted from Hurley, 2006)



Team Management- Building trust with your team increases
performance and productivity.
Leadership Skills- A leader known as trustworthy is highly
valued and creates loyalty and stability in the organisation.
Emotional Intelligence- Understanding what trust really is,
looks like and how it can impact performance involves emotional
depth. 
Trust & Authenticity- Superficial trust will undermine your
strengths and once trust broken is difficult to mend and can
rupture the culture of the organisation.

GROWTH MINDSETS
Your path potential to a growth mindset 

ABOUT ME

Harness yoru growth targets to reach your potential



GROWTH MINDSETS
Your path potential to a growth mindset 

Social Effectiveness – Being a person of your word and
actions installs great confidence and likeability as a leader.
 Cognitive Empowerment- Balancing emotional intelligence,
altruistic actions with rational thinking is mastering
cogempathy (IQ + EQ).
Communication- Where trust is demonstrated
communication is clear, honest and creative.
 Self Awareness – Pushing the truth behind how trustworthy
we are and appear to others, is challenging and uncovers our
blind spots in performance.



DIG DEEPER
Go below the surface to discover more.

ABOUT ME

Here is your TRUTH dilemma. Note your instant-gut-reaction and then your moral reasoning.
Two prisoners are suspected of having carried out a crime together, which has a maximum

sentence of 10 years. The two suspects are arrested and separated. They are offered the same
deal.

"If you confess that you both committed the crime and your accomplice remains silent, the charges
against you will be dropped. However your accomplice will serve the full 10 years for the crime. 
If you and your accomplice both stay silent, there is only circumstantial evidence, which will be

enough to put both of you behind bars for 2 years.
If both of you admit to the crime you will both be sentenced to 5 years in prison. 

You cannot confer with your accomplice."
What was your gut reaction?

What was your moral dilemma?
What do you do and why?

What do you think your team would do and why?
 

If you both put yourself first- you
both lose and get a 5 year

sentence.
 Do you betray your accomplice
and go free, sending them to a

10 year sentence?
Do you both trust in your

relationship and say nothing and
share the 2 year sentence?

 



REFLECTION ROUND-UP
What are the takeaways to work on?

Me, My team, My future leadership style.



REFLECTION ROUND-UP
What are the takeaways to work on?

Working hard to develop your awareness can be tough mentally, so
much to learn and think about it. That is why we are including Mindset

Meditations to help you keep your focus, develop a mindfulness
perspective and maintain your focus. A bit of ZEN, calming support is

just what you might need.
Click here to access  Becoming Motivated Mindset Motivation 

 

https://youtu.be/mGyoJOC5YzE
https://youtu.be/mGyoJOC5YzE


LEADERSHIP CASE STUDY
From theory to real world.

ABOUT ME



Working with the Creative type -       The Curious
Working with the Cohesion Type -    The Cogempath
Working with the Autonomous type- The Chooser
Working with the Action type -            The Connector

Social Effectiveness  
 Cognitive Empowerment 
Communication
 Self Awareness  

Team Management
Leadership Skills
Emotional Intelligence 
Trust & Authenticity

Where to now?

Working with Dexterous Type -          The Doer
Working with Cognitive Type-            The Thinker 
Working with Insightful Type-            The Feeler 
Working with  Agile Type-                   The Valuer 

GROWTH GUIDE TOPICS LEADERSHIP STYLES




